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 Introduction: Considering the prevalence of intestinal parasites of fish, carrots 

distracted Boteriosophalosise achylognauty study was conducted .Results: In this study, 

on the contrary, the parasite was isolated from any sample. Conclusion: The occurrence 

of drought and food shortages in the elimination of adult parasites is likely to have a 
role in the host intestine. Therefore, further studies on the role of parasite virulence and 

intensity of parasites in fish, carrots, and also consider how to eliminate the possibility 
 of drought conditions is necessary 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Basic human needs of food through hunting and gathering food supplies were around. But the growing 

world population and the subsequent increases the need for Iran to have a variety of plant and animal proteins. 

Red meat, white meat (poultry and fish) and dairy products are the only source of animal protein for human 

needs. In recent decades they have come to the conclusion that humans are humans with animal protein 

requirements. In recent decades, people have come to the conclusion that aquaculture can produce more than the 

current crop agriculture, veterinary and fisheries meet. Meat, fish and other aquatic ten essential amino acids 

that must be present in the food is [1]. As well as fish and other marine omega-3 fatty acids that reduce blood 

cholesterol and prevent its accumulation in the artery wall causes [1]. 

Carrots Fish scientific classification is as follows: 

 Order: cypriniformes   

Family: cyprinidac 

Subfamily: barbinae 

Genus: Barbus 

Phylum: chordate 

Kingdom: Animalia 

Domain: Eukaryota 

Carrots Fish researcher observed the most abundant fish in the lake and one of the main sources of protein 

for people living around the lake is considered. 

Boteriosophalosise family, the body has a specific clause in strobila, the most elongated hexagonal or 

conical and has two lobes and sometimes has a distal muscle has long been Boteriosophalosise oval and 

relatively shallow. No neck and paragraphs steroids immediately after the start. The clauses are divided into 

secondary proglotids so that each one has two sets of genitals in connection with two other dams’ cream placed 

[2]. Achylognauty Boteriosophalosise parasites in fish, grass-fed first research workshop on Isolation and 

identification of carp fish on the bridge ahead. 
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Since achylognauty Boteriosophalosise species (which, according to Robert, 1989, is synonymous 

Boteriosophalosise guku neg nezis) is higher in farmed fish and other countries in terms of economic 

importance pathologically and are very different from each other [3]. 

According to experts in the parasite and fertility Cephalus as one of the most dangerous worms in 

hydrothermal farmed fish raised in fish farms all over the country and spread [3,4]. The parasite in farmed fish is 

released into rivers are also observed [1]. In addition to the economic damage that these wines are imported 

farmed fish [5]. Water sources such as lakes and wetlands are protected from losses resulting from. 

Boteriosophalosise infection in most of the world is growing farms [6,7]. In addition to direct losses incurred as 

a result of the death of the fish, the parasite may have significant impacts on growth, fish behavior and its 

resistance to stress factors ... Parasites can be placed on the market as well as negative effects on fish friendly 

[8]. 

 

Methods: 

Lake afflicts between 51 degrees 44 minutes 51 degrees 51 minutes’ east longitude and 29 degrees 32 

minutes 30 seconds north latitude located. Catchments area of the lake is 266.5 square kilometers. Fishing by 

hook and in fall was recorded 87. 

Individual before necropsy to check for fish and belly size, color, amount of mucus layer, the presence or 

absence of skin lesions and other abnormal symptoms were examined. Modes swim fins and caudal fin, 

particularly in terms of complete or incomplete and beard and also studied at the color of the gills. 

To describe fish along the midline of the anus to the gills cut up. The results were reported in the table and 

photos. 

 

Results: 

Because the records of previous years (researcher observations) reasons will probably remove a naturally 

occurring lake ecosystem. However, according to the results obtained in this study did not confirm the presence 

of the parasite .that was kind of the story of the likely presence of parasite in fish (Table 1 and Figure 1) 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: not seeing Split and intestinal parasites. 

 
Table 1: the number of fish visible to the resolution of clinical signs 

rank Clinical signs No. Of fish 

1 fin corrosion 21 

2 in intestinal mucosa 21 

3 Remove the scales 11 

4 gills anemia 19 

5 hyperemia and hemorrhage of the intestinal 
mucosa 

31 

6 Abdominal melanization 27 

7 Intestines melanization 14 

8 atrophy of internal organs 19 

9 Extreme thinness 30 

10 hemorrhagic fins bleeding 6 

 

Discussion and conclusions: 

Discussion and proposals in recent years the importance of fish in the food basket of households scientific 

review bodies in the fish pathogen has been considerable development. Ecological studies have shown that 

natural adaptation and power on the adaptability of organisms in the environment for years both environmental 

symmetry in a row, parasite relations - found that host. Any changes in components of the ecosystem, causes 
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many qualitative and quantitative changes in the relationship. It seems that with the drought in recent years and 

a sharp reduction in rainfall in the catchments areas of Lake afflict many changes have occurred in this 

ecosystem. The most important of these changes increase the salinity of the lake water and reduce evaporation 

of water from spring’s high levels of rainfall under the bed and are. This type of zooplankton in Cyclopes of 

Lake presents problems for organisms that are known as intermediate hosts of the parasite Boteriosophalosise. 

Therefore, the relationship of diet, parasites - host is impaired and the risk of death and the gradual elimination 

of parasites, it will cause the fish population to associate [4-8]. 

 

Conclusions: 

According to the mentioned issues, it was shown that the long term existence of parasite in body of fish is 

present in the study and it is recommended with implementing researches and investigations generally about 

ecology changes and specially about relations of host fish populations in the lake than to identify factors in the 

seasonal prevalence of parasite and host -parasite interactions is necessary. 
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